Ananth Prasad  
(850) 942-1405  
aprasad@ftba.com  

Comments: (11-29-21, Internal)  
No issues with the proposed changes however I would note this Subarticle should really reside in Div 3.  
Response: We plan to work on moving 676 material language from Division II to Division III in the next spec cycle.  

******************************************************************  
Connie Braithwaite  
(904) 759-0745  
cbraithwaite@econolite.com  

Comments: (12-29-21, Industry)  
1. The spec says the cabinet will need four 1” diameter holes for mounting. On Econolite cabinets, mounting cutouts are actually slots and not holes. The slot design helps provide some tolerance in case the foundation holes are not drilled 100% accurately. Is this acceptable? If you would like to see a drawing please advise how to send.  
2. On the NEMA cabinet sizes – we have many requests for cabinets that fall in this taller size range. Would you consider adding these size options to the list? a. R77 - 77”H x 26”D x 44”W  b. P65 - 65”H x 26”D x 44”W  
Response:  
1. Closed slots are acceptable. Open ended slots are not acceptable.  
2. The SSRBC will follow sizes shown in the NEMA TS 2 Standard.  
******************************************************************